


Large workspace, without sacrificing comfort.

The fast-fit rolling bench can fit two rows of grow trays, eliminating multiple aisles 
between rows. Moreover, the bench expands to any length by connecting end-to-end to 
create any length desired.

Its sturdy, heavy-duty steel construction includes heavy-duty galvanized steel bar, base, 
and table top frame. It requires minimal tools for assembly and is available in a variety of 
custom configurations. 

The bench fits industry-wide grow trays and rolls up to nine inches to each side.

One of the easiest and most practical additions to a hydroponic growing room.

They allow you to use up to 50% more of the space in your grow room. Which could
recoup the investment with your first harvest. In addition to the practicality of rolling
benches for high value crop cultivation. Also saves electrical energy and make climate
control easier.

The increased airflow beneath the benches, makes it easier for your climate control
system. Not only to reduce humidity and reach it’s set goal while using less energy.
Particularly when compared to crops grown at the ground level.

The Wachsen Rolling Bench 4′ x 8′ 

XTrays Rolling Bench 4′ x 8′ 

Specifications 
Heavy duty construction
Made from galvanized steel
8″ of tray travel on each side
1 year warranty
Designed and built in Canada

Dimensions 
Height: 26″
Weight: 96 lbs

XTRB48

This innovative bench helps to control the 
environment by reducing humidity and energy 
used due to the increased airflow under it.

This bench is made of heavy-duty galvanized 
steel, and is compatible with wire mesh and
flood tables. 

The benches come with angled anchors and are 
available in different sizes to meet your unique 
needs.

The rolling bench can be easily added to any 
hydroponic cultivation facility. 

The new bench allows you to utilize 50% more 
grow room space. 

www.grotechdistribution.co.uk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-yBxFCepUYA


The Wachsen Rolling Bench 4′ x 8′ 

www.grotechdistribution.co.uk

The full Wachsen Rolling Bench, with lighting support, netting support. 

The middle section can be added to extend benches to the desired
lengths need in your projects.



Wachsen Commercial Rolling Bench Box 
4A
 
Dimensions:
52.25″ W x 81.875″ L x 31.25″ H 

Wachsen rolling benches are designed with the needs of the professional grower in
mind.

These built-to-last, patent pending, and modular rolling benches are customizable to fit
easily into any sized grow room. Each bench is extendable and can accommodate
various add-ons to make them unique and seamlessly fit into your operation.

Like all of Wachsen’s professional products, these one-of-a-kind rolling benches are
engineered to make your growing operation more efficient. These benches help you to
more profitably utilize your available square footage.

They are easily installed and maintained, helping to keep labour costs down, because
we know that your time is just as valuable as your crops. Designed for your growing
environment the right size Wachsen Commercial rolling bench come in two convenient
sizes that will fit perfectly into your grow spaces.

Available in 4 foot and 5 foot widths, they are ideal for almost any growing environment.
Whether you just need one, or a whole array, there is a Wachsen rolling bench made for
your operation.

Commercial rolling bench Box 4A

Features of the Commercial rolling 
bench Box 4A

Adjustable height Tilt-proof and 
innovative design.

Lockable, reinforced nylon feet
10 inches of tray travel either side

All SS304 Stainless Steel hardware

Heavy duty plastic corners
Box “A” is one half of the Wachsen rolling 
bench.
 
It comes with everything needed to 
assemble half of the bench.

Box “A” is also used to extend the bench. WACH4A
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0E0A9kWO60
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0E0A9kWO60


Commercial Tray Front Section 4′

Each Wachsen rolling bench requires

Rolling bench Box “A” and Box “B” total
4000mm’
Commercial tray front & end sections
Commercial drain Sealant
Extending each bench requires Rolling
bench Box “A”
Commercial tray middles section

Commercial Tray Front Section 4′ ranging from a small home grow tray right up to
industrial – sized hydroponic trays.

Wachsen will provide you the flexibility with the size you need. Made from ABS molded
plastic, these trays offer a high quality grow solution.

Channels inside the trays allow water to flow away from your medium to prevent your
roots from sitting in oxygen-starved stagnant water.

Additional features such as drain covers can be added to your tray. Preventing dead
plant material or debris from circulating back into your reservoir keeping your water
pump inlet clear and unobstructed.

All of our hydroponic trays are easy to clean, temperature resistant, impact-resistant,
multi-drain positions for versatility in set-ups.

Commercial Tray Front Section 4B′

Features of the Commercial Tray
Front Section 4B′

Durable, high impact ABS plastic
100% BPA free
Square drainage pattern
Rounded corners for easy cleaning
Dual level drain channels
Recessed drain position

Dimensions:
Thickness: 0.14″
Front Section 4′ x 78.74″ (2000mm) HTEKCTF4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4rb5pGYQdU
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Commercial Tray Middle Section 4′

Each Wachsen rolling bench requires 
Rolling bench Box “A” and Box “B” total 
4000mm’

Commercial tray front & end sections
Commercial drain Sealant
Extending each bench requires Rolling 
bench Box “A”
Commercial tray middles section

Commercial Tray Middle Section 4′, ranging from a small home grow tray right up to
industrial – sized hydroponic trays.

Wachsen will provide you the flexibility with the size you need. Made from ABS molded
plastic, these trays offer a high quality grow solution.

Channels inside the trays allow water to flow away from your medium to prevent your
roots from sitting in oxygen-starved stagnant water.

Additional features such as drain covers can be added to your tray. Preventing dead
plant material or debris from circulating back into your reservoir keeping your water
pump inlet clear and unobstructed.

All of our hydroponic trays are easy to clean, temperature resistant, impact-resistant,
multi-drain positions for versatility in set-ups.

Commercial Tray Middle Section 4′

Features of the Commercial Tray 
Middle Section 4′

Durable, high impact ABS plastic 100% 
BPA free
Square drainage pattern
Rounded corners for easy cleaning
Dual level drain channels
Recessed drain position

Dimensions:
Thickness: 0.14″
Middle Section 4′ x 78.74″ (2000mm) HTEKCTM4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4rb5pGYQdU


Commercial Tray End Section W / Drain 
4′
Each Wachsen rolling bench requires 
Rolling bench Box “A” and Box “B” total 
4000mm’

Commercial tray front & end sections
Commercial drain Sealant
Extending each bench requires
Rolling bench Box “A”
Commercial tray middles section

Commercial Tray End Section W / Drain 4′, ranging from a small home grow tray right up
to industrial – sized hydroponic trays.

Wachsen will provide you the flexibility with the size you need. Made from ABS molded
plastic, these trays offer a high quality grow solution.

Channels inside the trays allow water to flow away from your medium to prevent your
roots from sitting in oxygen-starved stagnant water.

Additional features such as drain covers can be added to your tray. Preventing dead
plant material or debris from circulating back into your reservoir keeping your water
pump inlet clear and unobstructed.

All of our hydroponic trays are easy to clean, temperature resistant, impact-resistant,
multi-drain positions for versatility in set-ups.

Commercial Tray End Section W / Drain 4′

Features of the Commercial Tray End 
Section W / Drain 4′

Durable, high impact ABS plastic 100% 
BPA free
Square drainage pattern
Rounded corners for easy cleaning
Dual level drain channels
Recessed drain position

Dimensions:
Thickness: 0.14″
End Section 4′ x 78.74″ (2000mm) HTEKCTE4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4rb5pGYQdU

